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“Happy Birthday to You” License Plate Card 

Materials: 

Sue Wilson “Happy” Dies CED8301 
Frantic Stamper 50’s Car FRA9485 
Sue Wilson Zig Zag Border CED6401 
Red, Black and White Card stock 
Cloud inks (Decadent denim for the sky, and Chic Charcoal) or 
pigment inks blue and grey) 
Mirror card stock, silver paint or silver embossing powder 
Envelope maker or scoring board 
Foam tabs 
Dries Clear glue 
 

Instructions: 

1. Cut a piece of black card stock that measures 8.25” x 8.5” and fold in half lengthwise. 
2. Cut a piece of white card stock that measures 3 7/8”  x 8 ¼”. 
3. Die cut out of black one or two of the HAPPY dies. 
4. Once the HAPPY is die cut, use another one of the smaller dies, and place along a part of 

HAPPY either the H or the P as desired. In this example Birthday was used along the H and 
die cut.   

5. Die cut one black and one red 50’s Chevy.   
6. Die Cu Black layers from the zig zag die as this will serve as the racing stripe accent for the 

card. 
7. Use a scoring board, or envelope maker to score a frame around the white piece of card stock 

(again to create a frame as a license plate. 
8. If you wish to die cut “To You” in the bottom of the piece of the card stock, or choose another 

sentiment, or leave blank. 
9. Attach the HAPPY to the card using glue. 
10. Shade the area to the right of the HAPPY with grey to represent the road and blue to represent 

the sky. 
11. Once you are happy with the shading you can add the car to this area. 
12. Making the Car:  Glue a piece of mirror card stock to the back of the tires of the black layer to 

simulate hubcaps and behind the red layer taillights. You can also paint the area with silver 
paint but you will need to add another piece of card stock behind the openings for the tires and 
headlights. 

13. You may want to add some colour to the car using some red ink, brown and black pigments 
inks.  Adding some ink colour will highlight the detail in the die cut. 

14. Then add the red layer to the black layer using foam tabs. 
15. Attach to the card using foam tabs as well 
16. Attach the zig zag racing stripes to the card as desired. 
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Tool Box Card 

Materials: 

 

Marianne Creatables Tools LR0288 
Craft Concepts Embossing Folder – Checker Plate   CR900130 
Red, White and Tan Card stock 
Starform Outline Stickers - Silver 
Cosmic Shimmer Metallic Gilding Polish  -Red  
Envelope maker or scoring board 
Foam tabs 
Dries Clear glue 
 

Instructions: 

1. With white cardstock cut your card 5 ½” wide by 11”. 
2. Cut red – 5 ½” x 5 ½” 
3. Cut tan 2” x 4 ½”. 
4. Using Press Boss cut out 2 sets of your tools:  saw, 

screwdriver, hammer, wrench and paint brush – 1 set 
black and 1 set grey.  If you wish to make the paint 
brush different, cut handle with black and the brissels 
with brown. 

5. On the grey tools, use the Gilding Polish and go over 
them 

6. Cut the handles off of the black tools and attach to the 
silver pieces thus creating two tone effect for tools. 

7. Emboss the drawers using the embossing folder. 
8. Cut drawers: 2 sets of  2 ¾ “ x 1 ¼”  

1 drawer 2 ¾” x 1” 
9. Use the Red Gilding Polish to go over the red paper 

pieces. 
10. Cut your card to make the tool box (side step) as per 

the instructions in the diagram to the right).  There is 
only one cut which you will measure and cut using the 
exacto and ruler.  The others lines are scored for folds. 
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11. Now cut your red front of your card 
as follows (see diagram): 

 3 ½” from top left corner 

 Down 5 ½” on right side 
(should already be cut for you) 

 For feet of cabinet, measure 
½” from left bottom corner 

 For other side, measure 2 ½” 
from bottom right corner. 

 Measure up 1” from bottom of 
right bottom  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Using double sided tape mount the front of the tool case onto the card. 
13. Mount the tan piece and put on dots for peg holes. 
14. Using foam tabs, mount the tools on the tan board. 
15. Mount the drawers with foam tabs. 
16. Put the strip of silver strip on the top of drawers 
17. Cut out the space as indicated for legs of tool case if desired. 

 

 


